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Juffrouw Janssen // Dutch courses for professionals 

Hi all! My name is Lisa Janssen and I teach Dutch as a 

First and Second Language in both group courses and 

private lessons. I studied the Dutch Language and Culture 

at the University of Amsterdam where I now work as a Dutch 

lecturer. Furthermore, I develop and teach corporate 

courses and workshops for several start-ups, financial, 

real estate, and IT companies in the Netherlands. I enjoy 

working with students from all over the world, as I meet 

new and inspiring people every month.  

Interactive and tailor made courses 

My aim is to create a safe learning environment where students can speak and 

learn without inhibitions. This includes taking my students to the market or 

a bar, or organizing other field trips, and making sure my practice exercises 

are tailored to my student’s living and working environments.  

Develop different skills 

To learn Dutch, it is important to listen to Dutch songs (big fan..) and 

conversations, read Dutch articles and speak Dutch as much as possible. 

Writing informal emails in Dutch is a great way of practicing too, and in 

the more advanced-level classes my students will also spend time on refining 

their writing style and fine-tuning a text until it is clear and concise. 

Cultural exchange 

My courses also encourage the exploration of different cultures. Of course, 

Dutch cuisine is not as inspiring as some dishes from around the world, but 

we can always exchange recipes! My primary concern is that my students enjoy 

the classes and are inspired to develop their language skills, from speaking 

their first words to developing a fluent style of writing.  

Prices and possibilities 

• Corporate Dutch Private Course 1 or 2 students: €75,00 per hour & €65,00 

during off-peak hours 11-3 pm (travel time, course preparation and homework 

included) 

• Corporate Dutch Group Course 3-10 students: €100,00 per hour per group & 

€ 90,00 during off-peak hours 11-3 pm (travel time, course preparation 

and homework correction included)  

Language Lessons are exempted from VAT. 

Contact details 

For more information, please contact me at Lisa@juffrouwjanssen.info or 

+31628412110. Please find me on LinkedIn for more information about my 

professional experience: https://nl.linkedin.com/in/janssenlisa or visit my 

websitewww.juffrouwjanssen.info,Facebookhttps://www.facebook.com/JuffrouwJa

nssenDutch and Instagram https://www.instagram.com/juffrouwjamsterdam/ 
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